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RE20xx DECOGRIP ALL-PURPOSE ENAMEL
Protection-Finishing-Maintenance of all surfaces
Field of application: wood, metal, glass, wall, plastic, fabric.

Information: it is a pigmented topcoat with high covering power and high grip 

over all surfaces. It is resistant to UV light and atmospheric agents. It is easy to 

apply. It has great distension.

Instructions

New wood: Sand with 150-180 grit sandpaper and clean the surface from 

powder and grease. If the object is exposed outdoors, it is recommended to 

treat it previously with a coat of Impregnating stain RMxx10.

Coated wood: Sand the support with 180-240 grit sandpaper. If some coating 

fi lms peeled off, make sure to remove them completely. Clean the support 

from powder and grease, then apply Decogrip All-purpose enamel RE20xx in 

more than one coat, depending on the required covering power and effect.

Metal: To treat iron or rusty metal surfaces, it is necessary to apply one or 

two coats of Anti-rust primer RR1550 before the application of Decogrip 

All-purpose enamel RE20xx.

Plastic: Given the huge variety of available supports, it is previously neces-

sary to evaluate the adhesion over the support. Before the application, clean 

the surface from powder and grease. To increase the adhesion, it is possible 

to sand slightly the support with 180-240 grit sandpaper.

Overcoating: Decogrip All-purpose enamel RE20xx, RO3000 natural Deco-

rative oil, RP4060 Matt topcoat.

Packaging: 0,5 L, 2,5 L, 5 L.

DECOGRIP ALL-PURPOSE ENAMEL

RE2024
CORAL

RE2022
OPAL 

RE2021
PURE WHITE 

RE2030
JADE 

RE2025
RUBY 

RE2023
AMBER 

RE2031
SAPPHIRE 

RE2026
QUARTZ 

RE2027
GARNET 

RE2028
TIGER’S EYE 

RE2029
EMERALD

RE2032
AQUAMARINE 

RE2033
AMETHYST 

RE2034
SLATE 

RE2035
ONYX  

Storage at not less 
than 5°C

Ready to use

Yield per coat
10-12 m2/L

Drying time between 
coats 4-24 hours

Painting at not less 
than 10°C

Mix it well 
before use

Final drying time 
48 hours

Application by brush, 
spray gun or roller


